HOW TO CLEAN CARPETS
If desired move furniture. Vacuum area you’ll be cleaning thoroughly with your own
vacuum cleaner.
Pre-treat problem areas: Spot Remover, Stain Remover or Odour Remover for
localized spills and odours.

SET UP
1. Mix Rug Doctor Carpet Cleaner Solution with hot tap water in a clean bucket
according to product label directions (Water should not be so hot as to scald
or burn skin) NOTE: Rug Doctor tank capacity is 9 litres
2. Remove UPPER white tank.
3. Fill the LOWER red tank with the cleaning solution mixture by pouring it
through the filter screen.
4. Re-fit the white tank and Seal the clear dome securely by replacing
restraining wire.
5. Check back of machine to make sure hose connection is secure.
6. Plug power cord in and position machine.

START CLEANING
1. Refer to label on top of machine. Turn machine “ON” for carpet cleaning.
2. While holding down the red button on the very top of the handle, pull the machine at a steady pace backwards
in a straight line, taking a step per second. You will begin to see dirty water entering the clear dome after a few
seconds.
3. Release the red button 30cm before the end of your strip to (stop spray but continue suction) Tilt machine back
and move forward to position it for another cleaning strip. Overlap each strip by 5cm to ensure even cleaning.
4. The tank is empty when you hear the machines sound change and dirty water stops entering the clear dome.
STOP – Empty UPPER white tank and refill LOWER red tank with another fresh lot of cleaning solution mixture to
continue cleaning.
5. When cleaning is complete, empty any remaining solution by taking the machine outside or over drain and turn
machine ON for upholstery, this will empty the lower tank.

BEFORE RTURNING TO STORE
Ensure the machine is wiped and cleaned according to instructions at back of machine.

